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The Story of a Dutch Cam Boy

In last month’s article we talked about webcam performances and referenced Paul from the Netherlands who performs 
on Cam4.com as BillyShowOff. Indeed Paul often does just that: takes his kit off, gets hard and wanks his Saturday 
afternoon away as multiple men and some women look on as he performs. His cock seemingly getting bigger and his 
balls tighter as he works up towards a climax for all to see. The comments would come streaming in and Paul, lying 
there relaxed, calmly working his cock would answer as many questions as possible. Ah... such is the life of a cam boy. 
I caught up with Paul who agreed to give Q Magazine an insight into his life as a performer on Cam4.

Tell us a little about yourself?
I’m Paul, 49 years old and I live in the Hague, in the Netherlands. I’m 1.78m tall and I weigh 74kg. I have a full-time job as a design 
engineer. My hobbies aren’t spectacular, the usual like hanging out with friends for drinks, dinner, watching movies, travelling, going 
to dance parties, art, music and watching TV.

How long have you been performing on camera?
Around 12 years. How time flies.

How did you get into performing on public cam?
I remember, in the beginning of this century, that a few pioneers gave the whole world a look into their home, bedroom, and even 
their shower. Sometimes during the whole day such as live streaming. That was such a turn on for me. Ever since I stumbled upon 
websites which offer the possibility to cam for an audience or with others, I knew I had to do that.
 
How long does a typical show last? (And is that how long you last?)
Performances can vary a lot. During the weekend I can take my time, and I love the feeling of edging. Jerking off slowly and stopping 
before I come. However often I don’t even come. I enjoy jerking off and performing. And on weekdays or during evening I love a 
quick wank before going to bed.

Why do you enjoy it?
I just love the game of watching others perform and being watched. I love the way it makes me shameless to show everything, 
including my face. Being able to be so bold is exciting because the performers who aren’t in it for the money don’t do that. I may 
seem bold on cam but in reality I am quite shy. 
 
Why did you opt to perform on Cam4 as opposed to other platforms such as Chaturbate?
I like to use a platform which is not about one-on-one camming. I like to have an audience. Anyone can watch. As long as I can 
have a private chat with viewers or other performers who I like and fuel me. Several platforms offer this obviously but I just started 
to use Cam4 more regularly and grew a following. That is the reason why I chose to stay there. I used Chaturbate too but that just 
isn’t as easy in terms of messaging off-cam. I like to interact with certain viewers and performers, and I like to stay in touch with the 
ones who are worth it.

On cam we can’t help but admire your cock. How big is your cock in length and girth? Are you ever worried about not 
measuring up? What comments have you got?
Would you believe me if I say, I wouldn’t really know exactly? As far as I know, I’m average. Maybe slightly above but it’s not a big 
thing for me. Penis size is important for lots of viewers and a big dick helps attract lots of viewers, but many of these men show just 
that and nothing else, not even their face. Watching others, I focus on the whole picture, wanting to see at least most of the body, 
and preferably a sexy face too, if they dare to show it.

Have you ever been recognised as a performer? If yes what was it like?
Oh yes, several times. The first time I found out I was shocked. I probably quit camming for a little while. But if you have an 
exhibitionistic streak, you need to let it out and act on it. So slowly I just got used to the idea of people I know see me perform. There 
are probably a few more who know me, saw me perform, and did not dare to tell me they saw me.

On one occasion I was out and about in a crowded bar and a total stranger whispered ‘Billy’ in my ear. It was a huge turn on for 
me. Guys from my wider circle of friends but also very close friends watch me sometimes. Nobody is forced to visit cam sites and 
especially not my cam. So if they do then it means they like to, which turns me on. It’s an extra thing to enjoy now. 



Are you ever worried a colleague would recognise you?
That does worry me sometimes, although I try not to think about it. I have a good job. So I don’t perform for tokens, I don’t need 
them. I probably fool myself by telling myself my colleagues aren’t the type to look at men on webcam sites. And if they do, they are 
closet cases or naughty women. Harmless, hopefully.

What’s your speciality when you perform? Do you have a set theme?
I’d say ‘full exposure’ is my thing. Face, body, cock and ass are on display most of the time. I don’t know how viewers see me but I 
consider myself a regular guy; the guy-next-door type. Unfortunately, I still smoke which some viewers find hot to see, but I do want 
to quit. Usually I wear sports socks just because I tend to get cold feet. But viewers are welcome to do requests to show my bare 
feet or to wear sneakers or other items. You never know, I might meet your wishes. But viewers should also remember that I am in 
control of what I show.

Is there anything you want to get out of camming, such as become a pornstar? Or do you do it just for the fun of it?
Isn’t camming also a form of porn? In that sense there’s no difference between getting off watching professionally made porn or 
looking at amateur guys showing off their stuff on a webcam. The difference is that I don’t get paid for it, I just like to have fun. The 
occasional tip I receive I always spend on other guys performing. Being a ‘real’ pornstar is a hot fantasy though. But that’s just it.

What advice do you have for new performers?
I’d like to begin by giving advice to viewers. Be respectful and not demanding. If a performer doesn’t fulfill your needs, move on to 
another cam, there are plenty others. 

For performers: if the idea of showing yourself off is appealing to you, you probably are in some way an exhibitionist. Do it because 
you like it and not for money. If making money is your main goal, you will probably get frustrated, so just appreciate the occasional tip 
as a compliment. Cam performers who are just waiting to get tokens before they do anything are boring to watch. It is a big turn-off 
for me. Use your own kink in how you want to display yourself. If you are bit consistent in that, your following will grow gradually. But 
beware, camming can be addictive.
 
Check out Paul’s Cam4 page www.cam4.com/billyshowoff and his twitter www.twitter.com/pornluvrshowoff 


